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ABSTRACT 
We find a simple condition for a square matrix to provide a mapping that has an 
optimal property for cyclic permutations. The maximum length of a cycle with the 
optimum property gives an index of symmetry for the matrix. © Elsevier Science 
Inc., 1997 
1. L INEAR CYCLIC MONOTONE TRANSFORMATIONS 
In [2] we looked at cycle properties of transformations, and gave simple 
examples using linear transformations. This paper shows how to obtain the 
most general possible results for the linear case, and justifies the examples 
given in [2]. We use fairly well-known characterizations of skew-symmetric 
matrices to obtain our results. The presentation of the proofs could have been 
made with direct products, but the approach used here with complex 
numbers is slightly less cumbersome. 
Suppose that xj ~R k for j=  1 . . . . .  r. Then we can interpret x = 
(x 1 . . . . .  x r) as an r-cycle in R k by making a convention that xr+l = xl, 
producing a cycle {x~, xz . . . . .  x~, x~+l}. 
When x is an r-cycle and C is a k × k square matrix, define 
Vr(C; X) = E x}C(xj -- (1) 
j= l  
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Following [3], we call a linear transformation 
y ---Cx 
r-cyclic monotone if V~(C; x) >/ 0 for every r-cycle x, and cyclic monotone if
it is r-cyclic monotone for all r. Since one can choose x~ = xr_ l, if C is 
r-cyclic monotone, it is also ( r  - D-cyclic monotone. 
Let S -- (C + C ' ) /2  and A = (C - C ' ) /2  be the symmetric and skew- 
symmetric parts of C. Then V~(C; x) may be written as Vr(S; x) + Vr(A; x), 
where 
t- 
 5(s; x )  = E j _E  - - (2) 
and 
(3) 
j= l  j= l  
Note that V2(A; x) = 0, so that V2(C; x) >t 0 if and only if V2(S; x) >~ O. 
i.e., if and only if S is positive semidefinite. I f  C is 2-cyclic monotone, we say 
that C is monotone, and this is tile same as the condition that S is positive 
semidefinite. 
We are interested in r-cyclic monotonicity for r > 2, and will assume in 
all that follows the rather stronger condition that S is positive definite. 
2. GEOMETRY OF Vr(I + E; x) 
Using the assumption that S is positive semidefinite, it is clear from (2) 
that if C is symmetric, then C is cyclic monotone. However, if C is not 
symmetric we shall see below that there is a maximum value of r for which C 
is r-cyclic monotone. We shall call this largest r the symmetry index of C, or 
SI(C). 
Instead of looking at the cycle properties of C = S + A, we look equiva- 
lently at eyrie properties of I + E, where E retains the skew-symmetric 
property and can be written S-I/2AS -J/2 
It is possible to give an intuitive interpretation of V,.([ + E; x). We work 
with even k below, but small modifications cover k odd. The skew-symmetric 
matrix E can be written in the canonical form 
= E - (4) 
i<~k/2 
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where {ui}, {v i} are an orthonormal set of vectors, and the Ai's are nonnega- 
five. Using (2) gives 
Vr¢'; X) : E  00:Xj -- U:X: IJ + XV;X  -- V:Xj  J ) 
i<~k/2 j=2 
From (3) 
Vr(e ;X)  : 
i<k /2  "= j= l  
- -X j I ) iU ; i (X j_  1 --  Xj+l) ] . (6) 
From (4), (5), and (6) Vr(I + E; x) can be written as the sum of the k/2  
pieces from the first summation. The ith piece can be interpreted using the 
polygon in two dimensions which has vertices with coordinates (u'ixj, v~xj) 
for j = 1 , . . . ,  r. The interpretation of the ith piece is that it is half the sum 
of the squared lengths on the sides of the polygon minus a multiple A i of the 
(signed) area of the polygon. 
One would expect that if Vr(I + E; x) were nonnegative for all x, then 
each of the pieces would be nonnegative. One would require that Ai was not 
too large. The critical case would be for the largest A i when the polygon with 
vertices with coordinates (u'ix, v~x,) was regular and so had large area 
compared with the lengths of ~ its sides. We demonstrate these results in 
Section 3. 
This interpretation is particularly simple if k = 2. For instance, taking 
e > 0 gives an E that may be written 
[0 l ]  
E =e -1  0 ' 
and Vr(E; x) is e times the area of the polygon with vertices xl, x 2 . . . . .  x r. 
3. EXTREME CONFIGURATIONS 
In all that follows, it is assumed that S is of full rank. 
Writing co = cos(27r/r)  + i sin(27"r/r), where i is the imaginary unit, and 
r/~j = o) (~- l×j-1)/~/-~, it is easy to show (with the bar meaning complex 
conjugate and j = r + 1, j = 0 interpreted as j = 1, j = r)  that for u, v 
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integers in the range 1 to r, 
--i ~ Sv~vl-~v j = { 
D=I  
O, l# j+ lo r j=  1, 
1, l= j+ l ,  
1, l= j -1 ,  
and also that 
O, lc j , j  + lor j -  1, 
~ c,,rlvj~v) = -½,  l= j  + lo r l= j -  1, 
v=l 1, 1 = j ,  
where s v = s in[2(v-  1)~r/r] and c~ = 1 -  cos[2(v-  1)Tr/r]. The skew- 
symmetric matrix E has a spectral decomposition which can be written (see, 
for instance, [1]) 
k 
E ih.h.h*, (7) 
l l=  | 
where the * gives complex conjugate transpose, and h,, is real. We shall 
arrange the eigenvectors so that A n + 1 >I A. for u = 1 . . . . .  k - 1, and note 
that then A. is equal to -Ak_.+ 1 and hk_.+ 1 =h. .  
Using (7), 
v~(~;,~) = Z; %(wj - ~j+ 1) 
j= l  
t 1_11), w r = (w/~j -~ j j+,- -~wjwj_,)  
j= l  
j= l  /=1 v=l 
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v=l  j= l l= l  
k 
- , h,h, wt,ov t 
v=l  j= l  1=1 u=l  
k 
u=l  v=l  j= l  l= l  
: ~=1 ~ G h*wjrlvj • 
= v=l j= 
A similar approach to Vr(E; w) leads to 
k r 2 
Vr(I + E;w) = E E (c,~ + a,,sv) Eh',,wjn,~j 
u=l v=l  j 
= Y~ ~ 1 + cot Au ~ , , 1/2 
u=l  v=2 V j 
So Vr(! + E; w) is nonnegative for all w if the largest A n is no greater 
than tan(~'/r) .  That this condition is also necessary can be seen by taking for 
j= l , . . . , r  
Wj = Cvol/2(huo~Voj + huorlvoj), 
which are, as required, real vectors. For this choice, since we can also write 
Wj = c%l/2(huo'~Vaj -~- hk+ l_uo-~r+2_vo,j), 
it follows that 
VT(I + E;w) = 2{1+ (c°t (v° - l)Tr)Au° 
The extreme eonfi ration w, = tb, = c~21/Z(hl-~2, + h1~2,) which eives 
d d ' "d  d ~ 
rise to Vr(I + E; w) = 211 + A 1 cot(~r/r)], has the regular polygonal struc- 
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ture anticipated at the end of the Section 2. Since all the tbj are linear 
combinations of the real and imaginary parts of h t, they lie in a two-dimen- 
sional subspace. 
These points tSj form a regular polygon, since the matrix 
Q = [( A~ eot-~) I  - E][( )q cot-~) I  + E] -1 
is orthogonal and has the property QCvj = tbj +l for j = 1 . . . . .  r. 
4. PROPERTIES OF THE INDEX OF SYMMETRY 
The index of syanrnetry SI(C) = S + A is the greatest integer for which 
the largest eigenvalue of S-~/zAS - 1/2 is no greater than tan(~-/r). 
It is easily seen that if D is an orthogonal matrix, then SI(DCD') = SI(C). 
Since replacing C by C' changes the sign of A and leaves S unchanged, 
SI(C') = SI(C). It is clear from (1), on replacing x~ by C-lxi,  that for 
invertible C, SI(C) = SI(C' 2) = SI(C-~). 
The index of symmetry is therefore unchanged under the operations of 
transpose, inversion, and change of basis. 
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